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DUNEProtDPOps

r32 - 2019-12-18 - 17:17 GuillaumeEurin

NP02/protoDUNE dual phase Operations page 06/08/19 : about 6.3m: 08/08/19 : about 7m: Page under construction, more material will be added...

DUNEProtDPOpsMeeting
NEW - 2019-12-18 - 16:59 GuillaumeEurin

GuillaumeEurin 2019 12 18

LemOperation
NEW - 2019-12-18 - 16:44 GuillaumeEurin

GuillaumeEurin 2019 12 18 Twiki page containing informations on LEMs for ProtoDUNE DP

SSPBasicOp
r32 - 2019-12-17 - 02:11 ChristopherThomasMacias

NP04 Photon Detection System Link HERE Make an Entire PD Run Using the DAQ (Editing in Progress) Quick outline: 1 Make sure ALL Lights are OFF, including...

ListOfCalibrations
r9 - 2019-12-11 - 15:39 PaolaSala

PaolaSala 2019 02 26 DATE RUN INTENSITY 2019/02/13 6795 2ab 6796 d5f 6797 b2e 6798 959 6799 7d1...

DUNEProtSPDAQ
r161 - 2019-12-05 - 20:04 JohnChristianFreeman

Welcome to the NP04/protoDUNE SP DAQ TWiki Home page Useful links (note: you may need to https://ca.cern.ch/ca/Help/?kbid 040110 add CERN CA to your browser...

Deployment
r8 - 2019-12-05 - 20:02 JohnChristianFreeman

In general, you`ll do your dune artdaq / dune raw data development in an area which you`ve installed, on a branch designed for the specific work you`re doing (e.g...

TRACE
r5 - 2019-12-04 - 20:34 JohnChristianFreeman

TRACE: a useful debugging tool Intro When debugging fragment generators, as when debugging any piece of software, it’s useful to print out statements, variable...

ArtdaqBasicOp
r238 - 2019-12-02 - 05:11 JohnChristianFreeman

Dec 1 2019: Attention: part of this section of the TWiki used to be instructions for running the DAQ by directly controlling DAQInterface from the command line. However...

DUNEProtSPSlowControl
r7 - 2019-11-27 - 18:38 GiovannaLehmannMiotto

Welcome to the NP04/protoDUNE SP Slow Control TWiki Home page Web View viewer Recovery procedures After a power cut you may need to maually...

DUNEProtSPPhotonDetectors
r17 - 2019-11-27 - 11:09 PaolaSala
NP04 Photon Detection System Overview of NP04 hardware and software Thanks to Chris, a nice summary is in SSP Basic Info Twiki Page: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/

Access Requirements
r11 - 2019-11-26 - 12:44 AlessandroThea

Access Requirements New CERN Users New users should follow the CERN Neutrino Platform (CENF, Yes F) registration procedure at http://cenf.web.cern.ch/basic/registration...

TextConfigEditorP1

To edit a configuration, do the following once you’ve logged onto np04 srv 024 as np04daq: source /nfs/sw/database/setup database artdaq v1477.sh tmpdir $database...

ArtdaqWebConfigEditorP1

JCF, Nov 25 2019: These instructions were written over a year and a half ago and aren’t guaranteed to work. If you want to try the web config editor, please contact...

FelixAdvancedOp
r24 - 2019-11-25 - 15:11 RolandSipos

Preliminary setup after power cycle Firmware is persistent in the FLX 712, so you don’t need to reload it after a power cut. The RunControl takes care of the initialization...

FelixBasicOp
r8 - 2019-11-25 - 12:33 KarolH

FELIX Basics FELIX application The FELIX server application is in charge of managing the data received over point to point links from the WIBs and to dispatch the...

Artdaq-database
NEW - 2019-11-25 - 02:03 JohnChristianFreeman

Web Configuration Editor Instructions for installing the online configuration database and restoring it from a backup Instructions for relocating the artdaq database...

InstallingDevVersion

Concept of a dev version Over the last two years, it’s typically been the case dune artdaq’s requirements aren’t satisfied by the official, versioned products in depends...

Installation
r18 - 2019-11-11 - 23:30 JohnChristianFreeman

Installing a dune artdaq development area is done by running a script called quick mrb start.sh, which you pull off the web. Step by step instructions are given below...

ForDune-artdaqDevelopers
r8 - 2019-11-01 - 16:44 JohnChristianFreeman

How to install dune artdaq How to rebuild dune artdaq Instructions on how to use TRACE to debug fragment generators How to get code changes you’ve made in your local...

NP04ComputerInstallation
r5 - 2019-10-22 - 16:50 PengfeiDing

NP04 Computer Installation Linux installation Service (aims2) NP04 Linux computers are installed using the Automated Installation Management System service (AIMS...
How to run the timing systems in few simple (ouch) steps Link to on call schedule: https://teamup.com/ks9fj1qdrba84uozmd On call phone number: 41227665291

NP04IPMIAccess
NEW - 2019-10-14 - 19:00 PengfeiDing

Control nodes via IPMI Power management via IPMI The following nodes can be controlled via IPMI tool from command line: np04 srv 00 1 4,8,9 , np04 srv 0 10 19,...

UpstreamDAQ
NEW - 2019-10-07 - 15:24 KarolH

Test KarolH 2019 10 07

TimingSystemAdvancedOp
r34 - 2019-10-07 - 13:46 AlessandroThea

Timing systems advanced operations On Call Schedule Link to on call schedule: https://teamup.com/ks9fj1qdrba84uozmd On call phone number: 41227665291 Repo links...

RCEBasicOp
r10 - 2019-09-26 - 16:03 KurtBiery

RCE Setup Reminder (KAB, 26 Sep 2019): there is an `RCE` button on the right side of the main Run Control GUI that gives access to a page that supports various control...

NP04SelfTrigger
r14 - 2019-08-27 - 17:00 PhilipAndrewRodrigues

The self trigger system is currently under development in the feature/self trigger branch of dune artdaq . git tags and the corresponding configurations are...

SlowControls
r16 - 2019-08-12 - 12:11 RolandSipos

Welcome to the NP04/protoDUNE SP Slow Controls TWiki Home page Useful links DAQ Commissioning weekly meeting (FNAL indico) online web viewer links to...

T2KND280
r3 - 2019-08-09 - 16:54 ThorstenLux

Welcome to the CENF T2K ND280 R D Project TWiki page https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CENF/T2KND280Computing Computing Items NectarB...

VMforDuneArtdaq
r12 - 2019-07-31 - 17:29 JohnChristianFreeman

How to run dune artdaq in a Virtual Machine on your own computer Overview dune artdaq is a complex piece of software, in that many different groups on protoDUNE...

DUNEProtDP
r3 - 2019-07-26 - 11:47 DarioAutiero

Welcome to the NP02/protoDUNE DP Experiment TWiki page NP02 Operations Page GiovannaLehmannMiotto 2019 07 22

WebHome
r39 - 2019-07-22 - 10:10 GiovannaLehmannMiotto

Welcome to the 1 Twiki page main web page Coordinator ( https://maps.cern.ch/mapsearch/mapsearch.htm?n %5b42/3 040%5d CERN building 42/3 40) of Upcoming...

RDProjects
r17 - 2019-07-22 - 10:02 GiovannaLehmannMiotto
NP04 Operations Cosmics Runs Shift Instructions for Cosmic Runs Beam Run in 2018 SHIFTERS RUN
PLAN NP04 Shifts Start/Stop a run with Run...

Statistics for CENF Web Month: Topic views: Topic saves: File uploads: Most popular topic views: Top contributors for topic save and...

Add a new artdaq component or move it a different host First you need to modify the name host port mapping in a text file: if the component is a BoardReader you...

Troubleshooting Run control logs can be browsed in Kibana, with the possibility to filter by partition, severity, etc. If an artdaq component is failing or taking...

Trigger Glossary $ CTB : Central Trigger Board. Piece of Electronics that receives simple inputs (primitives) from all subsystems and issues triggers based on...

List of Upcoming Conferences, Workshops for 2019 Date Event Name Description Location Abstract Deadline Registration Deadline Type / Title...

Coming to CERN for Operations and Shifts This page contains the information you need to know before and during your first days at CERN to be able to access the detector...
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